The Incarnation Matters!
Retrieving Franciscan Science for Ecological Literacy
KEITH DOUGLASS WARNER OFM, PH. D.
Pope John Paul II launched Catholic concern for the environment with The Ecological Crisis: A Common
Responsibility (Pope John Paul II, 1990). Eleven years earlier, he had drawn attention to the environmental witness
of St. Francis of Assisi when he named our founder “heavenly patron of those who promote ecology”(Pope John
Paul II, 1979). In his 1990 World Day of Peace Message, he pointed to Francis as “an example of genuine and
deep respect for the integrity of creation.” This ended the debate about whether Catholics should be concerned
about the environment, and shifted the focus to how Catholics should express their care for creation (Warner,
2008a). Our Franciscan Family has been slow to incorporate environmental themes into our ministries in substantive ways (Warner, 2003). Why has this happened? One reason is that most of our institutions – including American Franciscan higher education - were created for different purposes, and do not have funding or programmatic
incentives for environmental education. From this perspective, Franciscan environmental education would be
something novel. Yet, from another vantage, Franciscan education about the natural world has helped constitute
our intellectual tradition, and we could renew this, should we choose to remember it, as part of our broader retrieval efforts (Chinnici, 2002). Recommending Francis as a religious example of concern for the environment is
simultaneously a traditional and novel idea. To undertake Franciscan environmental education we can draw wisdom from our tradition and weave it into this present-day knowledge to address modern needs.
In this essay I propose that we envision Franciscan environmental education as an important expression of
the retrieval of our Franciscan intellectual tradition. I think of Franciscan environmental education as the shared
responsibility of all members of the Franciscan family, whether in education or any other ministry; it should reflect
the care Francis had for creation and link this concern with understanding our role in the natural world, and illustrate the alternative choices we could make as a human family to foster a more sustainable future.
I argue that to advance Franciscan environmental education across our curricular efforts, we should expand the scope of our retrieval effort to include Franciscan scientists, and integrate their approach to knowledge
with the best environmental pedagogies, as exemplified by David Orr.
I hope to demonstrate that we can retrieve elements from our tradition
to formulate a theory of knowledge, and that we can partner with contemporary ways of knowing nature. I believe the Franciscan family has
a special obligation and special opportunities to incorporate ecological
literacy into all Franciscan ministry, but especially higher education. In
so doing, we can simultaneously enhance the Franciscan Catholic identity of our schools, and animate a new generation of students to love
creation in the spirit of Francis.
This essay begins by explaining why contemporary Franciscan environmental education requires us to retrieve more than Francis.
The essay then presents three Franciscan medieval scientists who devoted much of their life to studying nature. It then proposes how we
could integrate concern for creation with the best of contemporary environmental educational pedagogies. The essay concludes by evaluating what we can learn about a retrieval methodology by expanding the
scope of knowers and knowledge to be retrieved, and by integrating
that with contemporary environmental pedagogies. Although our Franciscan ministries of education tend to be economically challenged, we
are rich in our religious and intellectual resources. We draw from noble
contemplative, intellectual, educational, and formational traditions. We
have much to contribute to Catholic and American higher education. A
common, integral institutional vision for ecological literacy could simultaneously address the needs of our world, stimulate the dreams of
our students and enhance the Franciscan identity of our schools.
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Retrieving our Tradition: More than Francis, Philosophy and Theology
If we wish to create an authentically Franciscan approach to environmental education, we will have to
appropriately select elements from our tradition. We will need to evaluate the breadth of what is in our tradition,
select some elements to retrieve (leaving others in the past), and adeptly integrate these elements with contemporary forms of knowledge and human knowing. Francis is an inspiration, but his inspiration alone is insufficient to
guide Franciscan environmental pedagogical initiatives; we can draw from other Franciscans and
their intellectual contribution to our Evangelical
project. Both mythos and logos – both symbolic
and analytical ways of knowing – are necessary
for Franciscan environmental education.
Roger Sorrell (1988) wrote an excellent
analysis of Francis’s attitudes toward nature (but
see also Nothwehr, 2003). Francis was not an environmentalist, and did not undertake environmental education. Francis loved creation because
he recognized God’s handiwork in it, and he came
to understand himself and all other life as God’s
creatures. As an itinerant contemplative and
preacher, he did not leave us any coherent intellectual theory, but rather a charismatic witness of
love, devotion, prayer, and Christian discipleship.
Unfortunately, Francis has usually been presented
as an idiosyncratic exception to the assumption
that Christianity bears an inherently ambiguous
vision of nature, at best (Nash, 1991; Warner,
2011). This presentation of Francis disregards the
broader Franciscan tradition he inspired.
About twenty years ago, the Franciscan
retrieval project expanded its scope from Francis
to include Clare, and then about a decade ago,
further expanded it to include Bonaventure and
Scotus. Fresh scholarly work on Francis and the
spirituality of his movement offered new perspectives on these figures and their contributions. The
Franciscan family today is able to more clearly
perceive the influence of Francis on their vocaFrom The Florentine Codex by Fray Bernadino de Sahagún.
tions and intellectual work (Osborne, 2003, 2008).
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This fresh perspective has expanded our focus
from only the individual charismatic witness of Francis to a broader intellectual framework reflecting his intuition.
Some prior scholarship had presented the movement of early Friars into the university with a corruption narrative,
in which the purity of Francis’ primitive vision for living the Gospel is corrupted by the context of academic learning. The retrieval of the Franciscan intellectual tradition has clarified how Francis inspired his followers as a form
of creative continuity through institutionalization (Blastic, 1998). This allows us to fashion a more integral Franciscan vision of God as Trinity, the Incarnation of Jesus Christ in creation, and the nature of humanity in community
(Osborne, 2008). This in turn has helped us to understand the philosophical underpinnings of knowledge in our
tradition. Future retrieval work will further elaborate the metaphysical, epistemological, and cosmological currents
in our tradition.
Previous works have addressed the Incarnation as a lens for Franciscan environmental spirituality, theology, philosophy and ethics (Delio, 2003; Delio, Warner, & Wood, 2008; Nothwehr, 2003; Warner, 2008b, 2011).
In the Incarnation, God bends low in love to reveal God’s self in this material world as a human being, and our
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tradition proposes this as the highest, best form of divine love. In this article, I wish to draw your attention to one
keyword in the Franciscan lexicon: the Incarnation (Short, 2004), and specifically to the materiality or physicality
of the Incarnation. The form of the Incarnation was the Word made flesh. It was the Word not only as a concept,
but rather, in material flesh. In our tradition, the Incarnation is not an abstraction, nor merely an idea about God. It
is God enfleshed, in the particulars of a place and time, in the community of life. The Son of God came to us in
bodily form, pointing us toward the incarnate body in material community as locus for communion with the divine.
Thus, the Incarnation provides a robust theological framework for understanding creation as religiously, philosophically and morally significant.

The Matter of Nature: Three Franciscan Investigators
This section highlights the Franciscan heritage of early scientific inquiry in our tradition. I wish to complement the retrieval work already done in theology and philosophy by emphasizing this lesser-known dimension
of the Franciscan intellectual tradition. You might reasonably ask: What Franciscan tradition of scientific inquiry?
The examples I present here are from our historical past: the 13 th through 16th century, but I suggest we view them
as expressing in their own way the love Francis had for creation. These figures are not well-known because they
were not beatified or canonized. They were influential
figures in their time, but are virtually unknown to the
American Franciscan family today.
Bernardino de Sahagún can be considered the
first anthropologist (León-Portilla, 2002) for his pioneering and extraordinary enthnographic efforts in New
Spain from 1529-1590. Bartholomew the Englishman (or
Bartholomeus Anglicus, c. 1200–1272) created an encyclopedia to prepare Friars to travel through their natural
and social world preaching the Gospel. Roger Bacon (c.
1214–1294) was an English Friar who pioneered many
philosophical ideas on which the scientific method was
created. These three men can be considered protoscientists, because their intellectual work helped lay the
foundation for the emergence of modern scientific methods. They practiced medieval science using the concepts,
tools and institutions of their era (Grant, 1996), to gather,
organize, analyze and interpret data about society and
nature. Their investigations reflect a Franciscan concern
for nature, rooted in the assertion that all creation is religiously and morally significant.
Bernardino de Sahagún was a 16th Century
Spanish Friar who worked in New Spain (Mesoamerica)
for some six decades (León-Portilla, 2002). He came to
Mesoamerica within a decade of its conquest by Spain,
as part of the accompanying Franciscan missionary
evangelization project.1 Bernardino was a co-founder of
the Colegio Imperial de Santa Cruz de Tlatelolco, near
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the first European school of higher learning in the
Americas was Franciscan! Bernardino drew from his humanistic education in Salamanca, Spain, to start schools
for the sons of nobility. He observed that the “conversion” of Indigenous peoples was not as complete as claimed
by some Europeans, including his Franciscan brothers. The evangelization project had “killed” many Indigenous
religious sites and practices through physical force, but this had resulted in quite superficial conversions. Some of
the Indigenous people passively consented to baptism, but most continued to practice forms of Aztec religion. He
saw this as a grave pastoral problem, as well as a problem for the crown and its colonizing project. Bernardino’s
observations were at times unpopular, for they ran contrary to the official story of colonial successes.
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His solution? What every good academic proposes: Transform the problem into a
research project! Bernardino undertook an
enormous social science research project, creating what some consider to be the most important body of knowledge of Mesoamericans created by Europeans in 16th Century Mesoamerica (León-Portilla, 2002). The project resulted in a 12 volume encyclopedia La Historia
General de las Cosas de Nueva Espana, or the
General History of the Things of New Spain
(also known as the Florentine Codex). He became fluent in Nahuatl (the dominant language
of the Aztecs). He recruited his former students, native Aztecs, to interview the elders
about life in Mesoamerica before the conquest.
In collaboration with tri-lingual alumni of a
Franciscan educational institution, he gathered
ethnographic data for more than four decades
to document and understand Mesoamerican
culture. Bernardino and his students interviewed elders about their natural and social
world, their religion, philosophy, ethics, and
cosmology. He created a methodology for verifying information shared by members of a foreign culture; he and students would conduct
independent interviews of elders in Nahuatl
using standardized questions, and then repeat
identical interviews with other elders for verification. His research assistants painted over
1855 illustrations, hand-painted with bird
feathers, representing a hybrid European-Aztec
style (Taylor Baird, 1988). About half of these
illustrate the volume titled ”About properties of
From The Florentine Codex by Fray Bernadino de Sahagún.
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als, and stones, and about colors.” Most of La
Historia is about the social, economic and religious world, but the natural history of Mesoamerica is portrayed in
stunning color. Several of the other books in La Historia General describe and depict human ailments, remedies,
and ethnobotany (Edmonson, 1974). Bernardino and his assistants provided astonishingly detailed documentary
evidence of life in 16th Century Mesoamerica, and their method foreshadowed modern anthropology. This was a
most remarkable study, a form of Franciscan anthropology in service of a missionary evangelization project. 2
Our second figure is Bartholomew the Englishman. Bernardino may have become acquainted with the
systematic approach to the gathering and presentation of knowledge through his education at Salamanca, which
would quite possibly have used Bartholomew’s On the Properties of Things (De proprietatibus rerum). To instruct
Friars Bartholomew compiled an encyclopedia that represented the best available knowledge about the natural and
social world of that time (Keen, 2007). We have very little biographical information about him. He appears to have
been teaching Scripture at Paris prior to joining the Friars Minor about 1225 (Seymour, 1992). He was missioned
to Magdeburg in what is now Germany in 1231 (Schaeffer, 2009). He was one of the first Friar teachers there,
where he completed his 19 volume work by drawing from encyclopedias of the classical period (e.g., Seneca,
Pliny, Isidore) combined with rediscovered Aristotelian knowledge from Arab translations (Seymour, 1992). It is
possible that this text reflects lectures he presented to the Friars. This became one of the most cited sources in the
medieval world about natural history and a standard reference for Friars in studies. Bartholomew wrote On the
Properties of Things as a formation tool to prepare friars for encountering, interpreting and evangelizing their
world.
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On the Properties of Things uses a vivid narrative to engage the reader (Keen, 2007). It can be read as a
journey through the social and natural worlds of that era. It built upon everyday knowledge of the medieval household, garden and farm, but augmented this with knowledge about the Bible, distant lands, and the religious and
ethical dimensions of the social and natural world. Bartholomew describes minerals, plants, history, astronomy,
medicine, philosophy and theology. He has individual volumes on God, angels, the human body, the four elements,
stars, moon, plants, and animals. Like other medieval encyclopedias, On the Properties of Things is organized
without what we today would understand to be foundational biological, physical or chemical scientific knowledge
(Schaeffer, 2009). Bartholomew compiles excerpts from classical encyclopedias, homiletics on nature and society,
and religio-ethical interpretations of life. We would not deem this “science” today, for it would appear to us as all
manner of knowledge jumbled together. Yet Bartholomew’s work provides a basic introduction to the systems of
social and natural knowledge at this time. It conveyed medieval science to the Friars. About 100 manuscripts and
fragments exist, indicating its popularity. Eleven versions were published 1472-1492, suggesting the encyclopedia
was valuable for more than two centuries (Seymour, 1992). This was a standard approach to knowledge at this
time, and can be considered analogous to the Google of its day, or for some, a card catalogue. In its concluding
volume, On the Properties of Things, Bartholomew describes the purpose of learning about nature: “earthly things
can lead us to an understanding of heavenly
things and to reconciliation with God”(Keen,
2007). In his Franciscan cosmology, the Earth,
the human being and God are integrally related,
and learning about one helps one learn about the
others. This is integrated education indeed.
Our third figure is Roger Bacon. His
life story remains sketchy, and many details
have been clouded by subsequent polemical interpretations (Power, 2006). He was born between 1214 and 1220, and probably died in
1292. He joined the Franciscan Friars about
1256 (Hackett, 1997). He was educated at Oxford, but taught and wrote at the University of
Paris for some time before returning to England.
Roger Bacon was a 13th century scholastic philosopher, a proto-scientist, and a scholar with a
truly astonishing scope of interest and ambition.
He has been called an early pioneer of the experimental scientific method (Crombie, 1953),
or alternatively, the first scientist (Clegg, 2003).
He is often confused with another important
early figure in science with the same surname,
Sir Francis Bacon (1561 –1626). Roger Bacon
lived and worked toward the end of the great
Translation Movement (1140-1280), in which
classical Greek scientific writings (e.g., Aristotle) were “rediscovered” in Arabic translation
(Grant, 1996). He was able to take full advantage of the “new” knowledge about nature made
available in his time (Hackett, 1997, p. 20). He
was able to absorb this knowledge, and propose
new ways of investigating the natural world and
of organizing education.
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Roger Bacon created a terrestrial coordinate system, a forerunner of cartographic map projections with
latitude and longitude (Woodward, 1990). Bacon created new ways to study and evaluate light, physical force, and
the shape of the Earth. He advocated the use of original languages in studying ancient philosophy, and created
Greek and Hebrew grammars. He investigated alchemy, the antecedents of gunpowder, optics, astronomy, and
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comets. He proposed the use of mechanical devices for travel under water and through the air (Hackett, 1997). Bacon argued that the investigation of nature requires observation and experimentation. Appeals to authority do not
suffice. Bacon did not propose what we understand today as the experimental method, but he does advance natural
philosophy much closer to natural science than any contemporary (Clegg, 2003).
Bacon shared with Bartholomew a conviction that knowledge of the material world could assist one in
religious devotion (Hackett, 1997), and he extended this conviction by proposing a reformulation of higher education for all of Christianity that would incorporate study of nature. Pope Clement IV requested his rationale, and
Bacon developed his program for him. He critiqued most university professors for teaching in rote fashion, and for
failing to incorporate the best of new knowledge. He argued that the reform of religion and society depended upon
the reform of education, and that knowledge of nature was essential to proper preparation for ministry (Clegg,
2003).
Specifics of Roger Bacon’s life have long been obscured by many diverse polemics advancing biased
views of religion, science, and English exceptionalism (Power, 2006), making him an ambiguous example for us.
Still, his creative and brilliant studies, representing the best of the early Franciscan scholars at Oxford, manifest an
interest in nature and its significance. Roger Bacon did not explicitly refer to Francis as an inspiration, yet his concern for nature can be seen in continuity with Francis.

A Franciscan Vision of Ecological Literacy
Lynn White (1967) was the first to associate Francis with ecology, and Pope John Paul II (1979) declared
him oecologiae cultorum patronum caelestem. This could be literally translated as “the heavenly patron of those
who promote (animate, nurture) ecology.” Latin,
the language of official Catholic documents, has no
word for “environmentalist,” so the Pope used the
term ecology. In the North American context, ecology means a subfield of biology, but in European
Romance languages, it can also mean
“environmental concern” or “environmental awareness.” We could translate oecologiae cultorum as:
“of those who promote environmental awareness.”
Perhaps the most helpful translation for AFCU
members would be: Francis, the patron saint of
environmental educators.
David Orr, the preeminent American philosopher of environmental education, echoes some
of the themes advanced by Bartholomew and Roger
Bacon seven centuries prior. He critiques American
higher education for perpetuating environmental
problems by presenting knowledge apart from a
moral framework. His remedies would restructure
pedagogies to incorporate knowledge of human
dependence upon the earth’s ecosystems, and revise
the goals of higher education to emphasize explicit
ethical reflection on our human choices. He argued
that a fundamental purpose of higher education
should be to prepare leaders to guide us to a more
sustainable human society. Orr coined the term
“ecological literacy,” which he defines as the ability to understand and live within the natural systems that make life on earth possible (Orr, 1992).
His educational vision is remarkably coherent with
the contemporary Franciscan worldview, and we
can learn from it.
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In his influential essay titled “What Is Education For?” Orr asks why so few students graduating from
American colleges and universities are able to recognize our environmental crises or care to address them (Orr,
1991). As he points out, many environmental problems result from the efforts of the best minds American education can produce: MBAs, JDs, and PhDs. He does not describe problems in education, but rather critiques the
“problem of education,” arguing that the broader crisis in American higher education cannot be addressed without
re-thinking its foundational assumptions (Orr, 2004a). Thus, he focuses his critique on the structure and values of
American higher education:
The disorder of ecosystems reflects a prior disorder of mind, making it a central concern to those institutions that purport to improve minds. In other words, the ecological crisis is in every way a crisis of education….All education is environmental education … by what is included or excluded we teach the young
that they are part of, or apart from, the natural world. The goal is not just mastery of subject matter but
making connections between head, hand, heart, and cultivation of the capacity to discern systems.…(Orr,
2004b)
Merely adding environmental themes to higher education is not enough. Orr argues that all education is environmental education, whether explicit or tacit, but that most educational experiences are structured so that students
learn the environment is materially and ethically insignificant. He argues that the way in which learning occurs is
as important as the content of particular courses:
Process is important for learning. Courses taught as lecture courses tend to induce passivity. Indoor
classes create the illusion that learning only occurs inside four walls isolated from what students call without apparent irony the “real world.” Dissecting frogs in biology classes teaches lessons about nature that
no one would verbally profess. Campus architecture is crystallized pedagogy that often reinforces passivity, monologue, domination, and artificiality. My point is simply that students are being taught in various
and subtle ways beyond the content of courses (Orr, 1991).
Thus, he argues that genuine environmental education requires re-thinking the structure of the educational experiences provided and revising the moral dimension of our pedagogies.
Orr’s critique takes on one of the most pernicious problems in contemporary higher education: hyperspecialization. Our dis-aggregated pedagogies result in our students developing a dis-integrated worldview, and then
participating in human society that is dis-membering our planetary life support systems. Much higher education is
structured to prompt our students toward a fragmented worldview. Note that Orr does not argue that students abandon their major, but rather that ecological literacy be embedded across the curriculum in every disciplinary department, woven together by a coherent moral vision. Learning about the earth should be combined with learning
about our responsibilities to the earth and future generations: “The goal of education is not mastery of subject matter, but of one's person….Knowledge carries with it the responsibility to see that it is well used in the world” (Orr,
1991). Note that this same line of critique reflects Pope Benedict XVI’s comments in his address to Catholic educators in Washington DC (Pope Benedict XVI, 2008): “moral confusion and fragmentation of knowledge” are obstacles to an authentically Catholic vision of higher education. The Catholic intellectual tradition is at its best when
it reflects this commitment to a holistic, integral approach to knowing (Haughey, 2009).
Orr’s vision of ecological literacy can develop organically from an integral pedagogy, one that appropriately links learning about self, society, nature and God within a moral framework. At the 2008 AFCU conference,
Wayne Hellman drew from Pope Benedict’s speech to elaborate three themes, prominent in Franciscan education,
that could help us tackle the kinds of challenges Orr describes: the communal nature of higher education, the transcendent nature of the human person, and participation in the public forum (Hellman, 2009).
Our Franciscan tradition has resources for the work of integration! Francis’ life journey stands in contrast
with this sense of fragmentation. His conversion can and should serve as a template for integral Franciscan education, but this alone is not enough. Educating for the care of creation will necessarily have to take seriously the role
of science in cultivating ecological literacy, but as part of an integral humanistic educational experience, grounded
in the Incarnation. Franciscan education for ecological literacy should build upon our core competencies: education
as a process of religious conversion; education as integral human and moral development; and social engagement
with our extended communities of (human and other) brothers and sisters. Franciscan pedagogy assumes an integral approach; therefore, AFCU schools have a great advantage for undertaking ecological literacy initiatives.
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We can weave in science and ecological knowledge to create a more integral and faithful approach to education. Ecological literacy requires a moral stance of care for the community of life, but more than merely that, lest
we fall into sentimentality. It requires some degree of scientific literacy. I would recommend Christopher Uhl’s
Developing Ecological Consciousness: Paths to a Sustainable World (2004) as an ideal resource to outline the
basics of ecological literacy within a refreshingly moral and humanistic framework consistent with Franciscan values. This approach does not obligate us to start new departments or degree programs.

Retrieving Franciscan Education for Ecological Literacy
We can create authentically Franciscan approaches to environmental education by retrieving the breadth
of our Franciscan tradition and combining this with the best contemporary environmental pedagogy available to us.
We can learn much from these three Franciscan medieval scientists: Bernardino de Sahagún, Bartholomew the
Englishman, and Roger Bacon.
First, they help justify the term “intellectual tradition.” Their intellectual work stood out in its time, and
contributed to the learning of many over several centuries. Their work places them in the company of Bonaventure
and Scotus and demonstrates that the Franciscan tradition is broader than philosophy and theology. Late medieval
science is part of our tradition, and we can benefit from retrieving not the data or the methods, but the curiosity,
passion, intellectual vigor, and theological framework. For some people of faith, the search for God in the world
has focused on the miraculous, the “gaps” in
what humans can explain. The expansion of
scientific knowledge has progressively shrunk
the “gaps” in human knowledge, thus threatening the scope of God’s power and activity
(Dixon, 2008). This approach, however, is not
consistent with the Franciscan tradition. In
these three examples we find an open stance
toward scientific ways of knowing; the
“conflict model” between science and religion
does not really apply to our tradition. We are
not afraid of scientific knowledge and power,
but rather, concerned that it be used for the
good, for the pursuit and love of God. I hope
that these three examples remind us that we
have a Franciscan tradition of science, or at
least, of medieval science, that merits some
retrieval.
Second, we should expand the scope
of our retrieval to include the Iberian Peninsula (e.g., Salamanca), the Americas, and beyond! To date, most of our retrieval work has
been limited to the Universities of Paris and
Oxford. In fact, the Colegio de Santa Cruz de
Tlatelolco, near what is now Mexico City, is
much closer to most AFCU campuses than
Oxford or Paris; perhaps a pilgrimage there is
in order. These centers of medieval Franciscan
learning provided educational opportunities
for these three friars, but with their knowledge
they went on to serve the order, church and
world beyond these schools. Franciscan education is always in service to our evangelical
project.
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Third, these three examples witness to a Franciscan theory of knowledge; this suggests what a Franciscan
epistemology in action might look like. They are examples of another age, but also an alternative approach to the
generation of knowledge. These friars lived prior to the hyperspecialization demanded by our era’s external academic institutions. They articulated knowledge of nature and people with a religious and ethical significance. They
are examples of using intellectual inquiry to further the good. We can point to them as examples of integral, nonfragmented approaches to knowledge. They witness to the truth that the study of people and nature is a religious
and moral act. Drawing from the Incarnation and the primacy of Christ, a Franciscan approach to knowing nature
is clearly rooted in our understanding of God, Jesus Christ, the Christian Scriptures and tradition. This approach
can attenuate the radical anthropocentrism of contemporary Christian thought, for it undermines the sharp ontological division between humanity and the rest of creation assumed by far too many modern Christians. This provides the foundation for an authentically integrated pedagogical vision.
The Incarnation matters: it is morally, religiously, and socially significant. It is material because God created it, and saw that it was good. Our Franciscan tradition is not dualistic; it does not split the spirit from the embodied; it leads us into the mystery and truth of the Incarnation. Franciscans believe the materiality, the physicality
of the Incarnation matters. Do we agree with Bartholomew when he claims “earthly things can lead us to an understanding of heavenly things and to reconciliation with God”?
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Endnotes
1 Spain’s conquest of Mesoamerica was brutal, violent, inhumane, and unjust, and the relationship of the Friars’
evangelization project to it merits moral reflection that this essay will not attempt.
2 For a sample of pictures from Bernardino’s project, see http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Florentine_Codex.
Artwork: Images of nature and culture in New Spain circa 1580, from The Florentine Codex.
Images are taken from Fray Bernadino de Sahagún, The Florentine Codex.
Complete digital facsimile edition on 16 DVDs. Tempe, Arizona: Bilingual Press, 2009.
Reproduced with permission from Arizona State University Hispanic Research Center.
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